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Preface

There are plenty of handbooks available introducing the craft of
creative writing.
What makes this one different? Mainly, I have made sure that the
material here is up-dated and current. The book is meant to lead
you steadily into writing as a craft as well as an art. The first
short exercises and basic advice may be useful for complete
beginners, or they may also help practising writers to ‘take stock’.
We have taught creative writing for almost thirty years,
and in that time have learned that genuine writing is honest, from
some creative centre we have, with a strong aim to share, express
and communicate the human situation. That will be a constant,
whether you want to write freelance articles or epic novels.
Everything that is going to be genuine, your true writer’s voice,
will germinate in that unique creative centre.
The chapters here deal with the basics of all creative
writing, and also introduce some of the most popular forms and
categories. It is not possible to cover all the genres here, but my
second book, building on this, is Keep on Writing Professionally,
and this focuses on the professional practice skills and issues such
as contracts, copyright and editorial or publishing procedures.
But Getting Started as a Professional Writer takes you
from short warm-up exercises to research and drafting of fulllength works. We have to thank Graham Mort, Roger McGough,
Suzanne Ruthven and all our former writing students for helping
to bring out much of the groundwork of this book.

Stephen Wade and Kate Walker

